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ATOMICSTRUCTURE

(2)

MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
The expression of e/m value of the electron in term of velocity of electron radius of
curvature of electron' r' and the strength of magnetiCIfield "H" applied and electrical
field strenth 'V‘I3

_e_ _
V

m ' rH

The expression to determine the charge of electron by oil drop experimentIs
u _ mg
v Ee — mg

> where .

'

g

u = downward velocity of the'droplet'
v = upward velocity of the droplet

‘

m = mass of the droplet 9 >=' acceleration due to gravity
e = charge of electron E = - strength of electrical field

The energy is related to frequency, wavelength and wave number of the photon by
the following equations

. hE = ht) , , E I =
—C

.1?» , E = th)
According to fourth postulate of Bohr's model, the angular momentum Iof the

h
moving electron is integral multiple of '2‘;-

_m
{TNT—2n.

The formula derived by Bohr for the radius of orbit of an atom having one electron
around the nucleus is

L26” (”-2)
1cm 82 Z

il'r

where
h = Planck's constant,

’

n = number of orbit,
6°: permitivity constant Of medium
2 = number of the protonIn nucleus e =- charge of electron

When the values of constants are substituted in above equation then
' 2

r ,= 0529(1)A
80, greater the number of orbit greater the radius. Greater the number of p’rotons'
in the nucleus smaller the radius.
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o ' ' ' Ilmi Objective Chemistry Part-I
The formula for the energy of electron moving around the nucleus of atom having '

one electronIs
. ~e4m Z2

E" _' 8620h2(“2)
When we put the values of the constants in above equation; then the equation is

. simplified as follows

E; = »—218x1019(g‘: ) J.

When the expression for the energy is multiplied by Avogadro’s number and
divided by 1000. we getthe expression for the energy of electron for one mole of
H-atoms

1313 315
En = T kJ mole‘i;

The formulafor the energy differenceof any two orbits of H-atom is

_
1 1

AE'=.2.18x1013[n—2—n—22]J.

_

The formula of frequency of photon emitted or absorbed when the electron“Jumps
between any two orbitsI5 =

g. _ +
1 1

‘u — 3.2906x1015 [n_z_ n72] Hz

Formula for the wave number of photon which is emitted orabsorbed when the
electron jumps between any two orbits is .

_ 1 1
_u =. 1.09678x107[n—2— n22] m1

The relationship between the frequency of the x-rays, atomic number of the metal
and screening constant of

)the
electron given by MoseleyIS _

\IS = _
The relationship betweenwavelength and the momentum of electron given by de-
BroglieIs .

_h__
k :' mv

Mathematical expression for the Heisenberg” s uncertaintyprincipleIs
h

AXXAP z E;
‘AX' is uncertainty in position of electron. .

' ‘AP' is unCertainty in momentum'ofelectron.

DEFINITIONS
' (Maybe used in short questions with exampIeS)

Atomic absorption spectra: (Lahore 2009, Bahawalpur 2009) ,

That spectrum which is produced from the radiation from which the rays of some
particular wavelength have been absorbed by the substances. When the substance is
consisted of atoms,- then it is called atomic absorption spectrum. The atomic absorption

. spectra of H2 is given by Lyman, Balmer, Paschen 'etc. series on the photographic plate in

the form of lines.
'

(2) Anode rays:
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his a stream of positively charged particles which travel from anode towards the
cathode at high voltage and low pressure of the gas in the discharge tube. These rays are
also called positive rays or canal rays. They canpass through holes of anode. For H2 gas
anode rays are protons.
(3) Atomic model:

.

It is a set of assumptions which can be used to explain the inter-related
experimental observations and properties of an atom in terms of familiar systems. The
correctness of the model is inferred from experimentalfacts. Bohr gave the atomicmodel of
H or H-Iike species.
(4) Atomic spectrum: ' (Lahore 2009)

That spectrum which is produced from the light emitted by the burning of an
element. This spectrum is due to jumping of outer most electrons from lower to higher levels.
and their coming back.

'

.

(5) Auf-bau principle: (Bahawalpur 2008)
According to this principle, the'electrons are placed in energy sub-levels in the

order of increasing energy values. The electron is first placed in 15 orbital, then 25 orbital,
then 2p and so on. Auf—bau is” German term which means 'building up'.

'

(6)
'

Azimuthal quantum number.
It gives the information about the shape of the orbital. ItIs also called angular

momentumquantum number.When]: 0, it represents s-orbital, when]: 1 p—orbital,when!
= 2, d-orbital andwhen]: 3, itIs f-orbital.
(7) Bohr’s atomic model: '

‘

Simplest atomic model of atom is based upon the quantum theory of radiation and
laws of the classical mechanics. This model does not accommodate Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle and idea of the standing wave of electron. But it gives best description
of H and H- likes species.
(8) Cathode rays:

It is a stream of negatively charged particleswhich are called electrons. These are
producedIn a discharge tube at very high voltage and at a very low pressure, and move
from cathode towards the anode. They are produced by every substance'In thegaseous
state.
(9). Continuous spectrum: (Sargodha2008, Multan 2009, -B.Pur 2009)

That spectrum in which different colours of the visible region or different
wavelengths of visible or invisible .cgion are diffused into each other. The whole of the
.photographic plateIs White,no mere are no dark spaces in the spectrum. The spectrum of
sun is continuous
(10) de-Borglie’s duat nature of matter:

Just'like the dual nature of light, de-Broglie said that the wavelength of microscopic

- particles are inversely proportional to the momentum of a particle. In k—- Rh; 7» is

wavelength of wave of particle, m is its mass and v is its velocity.
‘

(11) Electron. ‘

A negatively charged particle whichIs 1836 times lighter than preton having mass
9 1 x 10'31 kg and charge equal to that of proton i. e., 1.602 ><-10‘19 C
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(23) (n+ I) rule:

‘ ' ThisIs the sum of principal and azimuthal quantum nImeer. According to this rule,
the electrons are filledIn energy subshellsIn theIncreasing order of (n + I) values When
two or more than two subshells have the same (n + I) value, then that one is placed first
whose ‘n' value is smaller.
(24) Orbit: -

‘

. (R. Pindi 2012)
’

The fixed path around the nucleus of the atom, where the electron moves is called
the orbit of electron lt'Is imaginary path and we suppose it for the sake of convience.
(25) Orbital: (Sargodha 2008, R. Pindi 2012)
‘ itIs the space around the nucleus where the probability for finding the electronIS
maximum. This is due to wavy nature of electron.

_
.

(26) Pauli’s Exclusion Principle: » ' (Lahore 2011)
It can be statedIn two ways:
”(i) The two electrons'In the same orbitalshould have opposite spins. .

(ii)_ No two electronsIn an atom can have all the four quantum numbers same.
(27) Permitivity of vacuum:

itIs the proportionality constant when we measure the force of attraction of the
nucleus and the electrons. Its valueIs 8.84 x 10‘12 CZJ‘tm‘1 andIs represented bye°
(28)~’ Planck’s constant (h):

ItIs the ratio between energy of the photon and the frequency of that photon. Its

valueIs 6.625 x 10‘34 J5. The energy is expressedIn Joules and frequencyIn sec1. ItIs
also expressed as 6.625 x 10'27 ergs sec ThisIs true when the energy is measuredIn ergs
and frequencyIn sec1
(29) Principal quantum number: -

It gives the information about the distance of electron from the nucleus and the
energy of electrons. its vaers are positive integers and never zero.
(30) Proton.

itIs a positively charged particle with mass 1.6726 x 10~27 kg and having a charge
of 1.602 x 10’19 C. It residesIn the nucleus of an atom. H-atom has only one protonIn the.
nucleus. ‘

(31)
'

Quantum numbers:
'

The sets of numerical values which satisfy the Schrodinger wave equation, when it

is solved for H-atom There are four quantum numbers ie. n, l m and s
(32) Rutherford’s atomic model:

itis earliest model given by a scientist about the structure of matter. itIs based
upon the laws of motion and gravitation. The nucleus of the atom lies in the center and
electrons revolve around itIn shells.
(33) Spectrometer:

That instrumentwhichIs used for the study of spectra by measuring the intensity
and frequency of emitted or absorbed radiations
(34) Spin quantum number:

,

'This quantum number gives us the information about the spin of electron whether
clockwise Or anti-clockwise. Spin means rotating around its own axis Spin motion creates

magnetiCIfield andIs represented by i or i.

..
.

1oz
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0.47

A

Ans:

Q.48

Ans:

'

0.49

xiv—:aIZ—b)
where ‘a' and 'b' are constants. This is an eqUatiOn of straight line. v is frequency

- and Z is atomic number of target metal and 'b' is screening constant.
Why do we say that the graphs obtained from the Moseley' 5 law are straight
lines? (Lahore 2009, Faisalabad2010, pr. 2010, Multan 2013, F. Abad 2014, Sarg. 2014)

q TwLJf'uJygI/ijiuiréarfwiéf .47
According toMoseley' 5 law, the square root of the frequency of the spectral lines
(MKMK/My?) of characteristic x-ray spectrum of an element varies directly to ‘

the atomic number of the element producing the spectrum. Mathematically

«/B= aIZ—bI
‘a' and ‘b' are constants. When \f?) is plotted against "Z” then the straight line is
obtained.

de-Broglie's Dual Nature of Matter
1

How the idea of dual nature of matter was deduced from the dual nature of
light? " (Bahawalpur 2007, Multan 2008, B.P. 2008,Sarg. 2011)

'

{dbb’Jng/uiulbftIchb/a/uCo’s; ~48 -

According to Planck's quantum theory and mass energy relationship, we can say
' that

h
..

9‘ = 36
_

de-Broglie' proposed that matter and energy should behavein a similar manner.
because nature is symmetrical (gr-KL-Jfiffgbt/ch).flf&imig)t
Lu l» .0 at). So, he says that the wavelength associated with the electron
(OUJjJul/Lgl)Is inversely proportional tothe momentum (Le/DJILJ21b»)
of the electron

. h
9‘ ' mv *

According to de--Broglie’s idea, Only microscopic particles have the waves.
Howwaveswere measured?

(Bahawalpur 2007, Sargodha 2008, Multan 2008l B.P. 2008, Guj. 2014)

g

-wébef)tfic.u’:Jig/i-wLbu_'fluluch/’JibLJdee-Bro lie 49

_

Ans;
-wu’thI: VJ

Keeping in view de-Broglie's equation for dual nature of matter (9)5 d/pMIL—fl),
the wavelength is inversely proportional to the mass of the particle

A=mv
' For a stone of 100 gm moving with the .velocity 10 ms“, the wavelength associated
with that is 6.65 x 10'30 m This wavelength cannot be measured by any _

instrument. in the case of electron moving with the velocity of 6 x 10*5 ms’i, the
wavelength associated .with that is 1.1 nm which can be easily measured by the
instrument.
Davisson and German devised an experimentIn which electrons of cathode rays
were thrown on Ni-crystal and diffraction was studied
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'

0.50

AM: -

- 0.51
‘

- What are the basis of Schrodingerwave equation? -

Wave Mechanical Model ofAtom

Yde)l}.JuI:VdjL{/F.11/ ' -50
(i) Electron behaves like a wave.
(ii) ‘Heisenberg's uncertaintyprinciple is obeyed.
(iii) We can only talk about the probability (am) of electron.
Heisenberg’s uncertaintyprinciplehas no relation with Bohr’s atomic model.
Justify it.

(Model Paper-”2006-07 Bahawalpur2011, Multan 2012, F. Abad 2012, Guj. 2013, FederalBoard2013, Multan 2014)

Ansii

' 0.52-

Ans:

-dfa???-€_J}at»(3),LJAL/:’ (JI’I Luci”LLJ11,14 -51
' Since the electron has wavy nature (.4216,I) and paths are eiliptical((Afar?!)
as well, so thefsimultaneous (a: .9: (5. .II) determination of position and
momentum is not possible. But Bohr’s model does not accommodate (tang?) the
wavy "nature of electron. He says that the paths are fixed orbits and their orbits are
planar. it means that Bohr‘s model is very simple as compared to Heisenberg’s

- uncertaintyprinciple.
What"Is the fUnction of principal quantum number?

(AJK2005, Guj. 2008, Fd. 2009, Sahiwal2014,Lahore 2014)

1+rKyK/flftfix-52
.lts values are whole numbers and never zero, negative or fractional. It gives us
information about.

I

-_ (i) energy of electron ((fijiJuI/‘QQ

Q53

7_
Ans:

Q.54

Ans:

0.55 -

) =

’For p-orbital 2(2 x 1 +1) = 6 electrons
) =

(ii) distance of electron from the nucleus (kGKuIfiiafi).
WhatIs the functionof azimuthal quantum number?

(Sargodha2008, Sargodha.2011 one Khan 2012, Lahore 2014, Sarg. 2014)
141-1(JG/f'Iffrw .53‘

This quantum number (I) gives us the shape of the orbital. a
For I = 0, s-orbital

,
I ~ = 1', p-orbital
I = 2,

'

-d-orbital
I =' 3, f-orbital

its value also determine the energy of electron.When I = 3, then m hasi3, i2, i1,
. 0 values.
Calculate the number of electrons in s, p, d and f sub-shells from the

_formula.‘ (SargodhaBoard 2005)
YwLTiI/‘gizzrfikufifuid, p, SJ’JLELMJJrJG -54

‘ The formula'Is 2(2I + 1)

For s-orbital (22 x 0 + 1 2 electrons

For d-orbital 2(2 x 2 + 1 10 electrons ,
' ‘

I

For f-orbital 2(2 x 3 + 1)— 14 electron
The magnetic quantum number gives us the orientation of orbital in space.
JustIfy It

- Mai-12d"0:06?Jdltuibit/Xi1/15? -55
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Ans:

0.56

Ans:

0.57

Ans:

0.58

”mi Objective chemistry Part-l
Inorder to designate (if/rt.) the directions of p-orbitals (UE’Jaw.)-)p in p-s-ubshell,
we need an additional quantum number and thatIs called magnetic quantum number. It

tells us the orientation of orbitalIn space (If11‘ c. at! Z.24»It a! 9:7 J2V1!
psubshell has three orbitals and they have three directions in space. For each
direction there is a separate value of magnetic quantum number.

> Define Hund's rule? (Lahore Board 2005, erpur--2006. M. Pure 2012, D.G. Khan 2012,
Faisalabad 2013 Multan 2013, B. Pure 2013, M. 2013, D..G Khan 2013. 0.6. Khan 2014,
B. Pur 2014, Sarg. 2014, Lahore 2014)

J/JflJJuLHund ~56

,

This rule'Is concerned with the distribution of electrons ((JJx'I/gI))in degenerate
_

orbitals (fig/TLI: (5.1141,) These orbitals may be atomic or molecular. According
to this'rule if degenerate orbitals are available and more than one electrons
are to be placed'in them, then place them in separate orbitals with the same '

spin rather than putting them'In the same orbital with opposite spins.
Define atomic number?Write the electronicconfigurationof oxygen? .

-

(Lahore Board 2005)
.u‘Jf’If/Iflrfir‘IJ/w/J/JI -57

Atomic number is the number of electrons and protons in an atom Oxygen has _'
..

eight electrons and has the electronicconfigurationas follows:
1. 1L 1L 1 1

30 :13 23 2px2py2pz
State Pauli's exclusionprinciple and Hund'5 rule?

(GujranwalaBoard 2005, D.G. Khan-2006, Federal- 2006, Balawalpur--,2006 Lahore 2007, Lahore 2008,

Ans:

0.59

Ans:

.
Q.60

Lahore 2010, Guj. 2011, Lahore 2012, Lahore 2014, , Lahore 2014, , Lahore 2014, )

.d/UL‘UjF “Maid/l ((31. -58
According to Pauli's principle no two electronsIn an atom can have the same
set of four quantum numbers((Off/Kw”_ I/erfl/‘glg’ézwéfn4Btu!“ 99/» “Kw-IJI tnuefi).)According to Hund's rule, if

degenerate orbitals are available and more than two electrons are to be palcedIn
them, then place them in separate orbitals with the same spins rather than in the
same orbital with the opposite spins.
What is (n + l) rule? Wrtie electronic configuration of elements: (i) 29Cu
(ii) 19K and (iii) ”Cr.
(Lahore 2008, Fd. 2009, Faisalabad2011, pr. 2011, Gu). 2013, Faisalabad2013, F. Abad 2014,

Lahore 2014, D.G. Khan 2014)

My.”JJI/‘érémm -59
To determine the energy position of an electron, we take the sum of principal and
azimuthalquantum number.

i 1L 1i 1i 1L1 1
2ch =1822822p63823p5483d 3d 3d 3d 3d

- 1
.
19K = 1s2 2s2 2p‘5 352 3p6 43 f

1

,cr-— 152 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 48 3d5

What will be the position of electron'In an atom When (n + I) value"Is same for
two sub-shells? (Rawalpindi 2008)

$1134”le2;:fuIfawn/v.2Ifln + I)If2-’../»_.o -60
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Ans:
.
The electron will be accommodated (JLbJfi)In that orbital whose'n' value is’
smaller.

0.61 Write the electronicconfiguration of20Ca andBr.
(D.G. Khan 2011, D.G. Khan 2014 Lahore 2014)

-wJHJiI/‘glfiasBmIzoCa -61

Ans: . zoCa = 1s2 252 2p6 382 3:56 452' ,
'

' .

'35Br = 1s2 252 2p6 3s2 3p§ 452- 31110 4p5
'


